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About This Game

In the dark days of the end of World War Two amidst the ruins of Berlin, one bullet can change history…

Sniper Elite V2 is an award-winning and authentic World War II sniping experience. You are elite US sniper Karl Fairburne.
Parachuted into Berlin amidst the Germans’ final stand, your mission is to prevent Nazi V2 rocket program technology from

falling into the hands of the besieging Red Army. You must aid key scientists keen to defect to the US, and terminate those who
would help the Russians.

Take advantage of authentic weaponry, learn how to stalk your targets, fortify your position, set up the shot, use your skill,
patience and cunning to achieve your mission. Stealth gameplay is the key as you find yourself trapped between two desperate

armies in a race against time.

Watch as the celebrated ‘bullet cam’ from Sniper Elite returns, bloodier and more gruesome than ever – skilful shots are
rewarded with a slow-motion flight of the bullet, then targets are graphically rendered in X-Ray as the bullet enters and destroys

your victim. Organs shred, bones splinter, teeth shatter, as the true impact of the sniper’s bullet is brought to life.

As World War Two ends and the Cold War begins, every shot counts. Use it wisely.

Key features:

Sniping Simulation - Sniper Elite V2 features detailed sniping simulation with advanced ballistics, taking into account
gravity, wind, velocity, bullet penetration, aim stability and more. Guaranteed to provide players with the most realistic
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simulation of military sharpshooting yet available.

X-Ray Kill Cam - Amazing ‘kill cam’ technology showcases what really happens when a bullet enters an enemy’s body,
allowing players to see hearts and lungs tear, livers burst, and bones shatter.

Authenticity - The game features authentic World War II Berlin locations as well as vehicles, weapons such as the
Springfield M1903 the Gewehr 43 and the Mosin-Nagant 1891/30, and uniforms modeled after the original versions.

Use the Environment - The slightest changes in the environment need to be taken into account to move into the perfect
position, observe the quarry, take the shot and slip away unnoticed.

Sniper's Choice - Players will often find themselves facing a choice of the perfect shot that leaves them catastrophically
exposed or a more difficult route that means they can continue their mission.

Multiplayer Game Types - Team Deathmatch, Deathmatch, Team Distance King, Distance King, Team Dogtag
Harvest, Dogtag Harvest and Capture the Flag.

New Content Available For Your Game!

Since its release, Sniper Elite V2 has been continually supported by Rebellion, adding new features and content - including an
additional 10 free multiplayer maps.

Four additional single-player mission packs are available for purchase, including the ultimate sniping mission - Kill Hitler. Each
DLC pack also contains 2 new authentic weapons for your arsenal.
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It's a cool software especially for CSGO and Rust but pity it's not games like Payday 2, Team Fortress 2, Trackmania
compatible with this software but I believe in it is develloppeur and I think that later there will be much more
I think it would be even cooler than it is already
Thanks for your attention.. So, I turned Venice into an empire by taking over 80% of Europe and took over most of North
America.. Then I went to war with the Middle Eastern nations.. this game is amazing under one condition. you need to have
friends. Simple and Fun!.. Amazing game a bit scary but by far the best horror game I've played. Great, fun game, evil AF.
Can't wait for what else this studio does!. Not the type of TD i like
. Gak. After the customizable paint jobs that come with the high value cargo pack... Well, the paint jobs are great. I wouldn't say
I'm really disappointed you can't customize the colors at all, but I'm really disappointed you can't customize the colors at all..
Drawful is amazing, hilarious, and just pure fun. Drawful 2 brings some cool new features like the ability to create and share
custom episodes with your own prompts, which can make the game more personal and fun. Overall it just adds new awesome
features to the already awesome game, so I highly recommend it!. i would add a bit more story but i am in love with this game
so addicting and so intense

also make it so you do not have to click to move make it so you can move freely please
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This isn't a good game, no matter how hard i tried to like it
 while it starts out promising it delivers so very little and while the Humor is mostly on point it sadly can't make you ignore the
painfull excuse for gameplay this game has.

The Campaign largly consists of the same structure over and over again.
- Get a base going
- Get an army going
- take the objective

while there would be nothing wrong with that, seeing as many criticly aclaimed titles follow a similair pattern. If there was any
variety at all, the whole campaign consits of you building the same base over and over and over again from scratch, to create the
largly the same unit composition.
The game gets repedative very fast, making the whole 30 min of building the exact same base for the exact same units seem
completly unessesary.

Additonaly the game is plagued by bugs that can cause it to crash, i highly recommend against buying it.

. It's Better then you think. Refunded - Shmups are one of my fave game types but no one seems to understand the importance
of non flashy visuals, if i cant see enemy bullets clearly because of oer the top graphic fx its not a proper shmup, i had high
hopes due to similarities to rtype in the visuals but find the controls sluggish and game not challenging enough for the genre.
greatly rcommended, reminds of the days of ww2 where i ate my mums chicken in ruusia

lol. My overview and my opinion of the game is in my Steam Backlog series:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2t8scoN5rJw. imagine this, with like a 10x bigger budget and more content, would be so
♥♥♥♥ing good

it's still fun, make more pls. Simple pairs-matching mahjong game. On some levels, progress reveals a different costume for the
girl on screen, though... I kind of didn't notice (oops). They don't end up naked or anything. The music is.... good for the first
time you hear it but really annoying after a while. The graphics are good, the tiles are clear. There aren't any "season" / "flower"
variations, it's straightforward pair matching. There are no hints, and there is a timer on each level, which means you're a bit
pressured sometimes, but overall, it's a fairly relaxing game.. Quick Breakdown: It\u2019s the Season Pass for Alien
Isolation, it gives you a few Survivor Mode levels. For the people that loved Alien Isolation's Survivor Mode, but get it on
sale.
Genre: Survival Horror \/ Stealth
Review Date: 2016-07-05

2017-09-06 Edit: I forgot about this until someone commented on this review, and after thinking about it for a bit, decided to
change my stance on it. The actual content of this Season Pass is alright for what it is, a few extra Survivor Mode levels. Not
bad if you really enjoy those.

The problem lies in that this Season Pass doesn't include the mini-campaign DLCs. At that, one of those campaign DLC's
was released on the same day as the base game, and the other a mere 8 days later. Seeing as they're short enough that they
should've just been in the base game to begin with, it just feels like a cheap cash grab. Those DLC's aren't bad in and of
themself, but they do still feel as if they should just be bonus content in the base game. It's a shame, DLC can and should be
used to add to and enhance games, but in a way that isn't just trying to squeeze fans for as much money as possible. If you
really like Survivor Mode, grab this on a sale, otherwise save your money.

2017-02-18 Edit: Someone pointed out to me that the Season Pass does not come with the campaign DLC's, only the Survivor
Mode DLCs (thanks Xetelian). I'm not sure how I missed that the first time, but apologies for the misinformation. I've
ammended my review to reflect this.
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Full Review: The Season Pass does NOT contain the campaign DLC's for Last Survivor and Crew Expendable, which are fun
30 minute romps set during the original Alien movie, and good for anyone that loves that film. They aren\u2019t essential,
but they\u2019re fun. As they do not come with the Season Pass, I'd recommend purchasing those seperately on sale if you're
a diehard Alien fan.

The DLC that DOES come with the Season Pass are extra levels for Survivor Mode, which I didn\u2019t play much, but
it\u2019s something for anyone that enjoys that.

I\u2019d recommend playing the game first and then trying Survivor Mode to determine if you want more levels for it or
not, and therefore if the Season Pass is worthwhile. If not, I\u2019d get just the campaign DLC\u2019s. Either way,
I\u2019d wait for the DLC to go on sale before buying.

If this Pass came with all the DLC, namely the campaign ones that it's missing, I'd give it a recomendation. As it stands
currently, I have to advise against it, unless you really enjoy Survivor mode, then you may as well. The content itself is fine if
you enjoy the mode, but with the Pass lacking some of the DLC, it just feels cheap and incomplete.. This game is fun and
addicting, more people should try this! I downloaded the game a long time ago now, and almost forgot this little gem. Buy it,
it's cheap and fun, you won't regret it for the cost.. I wouldn't bother buying or playing this game. I read that people already
complained about a game-breaking bug of the anchor disappearing back in 2016, and it still has not been fixed. Somehow
the anchor just disappears, you cannot get it back ,and you cannot advance in the game without it. I'm highly disappointed
that this kind of bug has been sitting in the game since 2016 and the devs have not bothered to fix it. Stay away from this
waste of time.

R135 is Now Live!:
MPQ 135!
Check out the latest character additions and events!
Various bug fixes and character balance changes.
For full update notes (English) visit d3go.com.
Thank you for playing!. Update 10.1:

Achievements:. 1.0.5:
add: transfer function
rename: take to silentTake
rename: takeWithFx to take

Unity 2018.1.3f1. Bug-fix promoted from beta to default:
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After the success of the bug-fix. The October Update #1:
Hello everyone! New version is out. You can try it on the Next branch.

 Xenko 2.1 Update

 MSAA is back

 End Turn Icons in the lower right corner

 Government panel - state bonuses info

 Diplomacy panel - Propositions UI

. One step forward, two steps back:
Hey guys.

We've had some trouble getting our host migration working, so for now we're switching to dedicated hosting in version
22744.

That means if you start a game, the game will only exist as long as you are in it. When you leave, everyone gets booted.

I apologize about this, it will probably make it harder to find a game. We hope it will help with stability. We intend this
change to be temporary.

for those of you interested, here's what's happening:
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Steam occasionally drops players from the lobby we've set up. This wouldn't be so bad, except that steam never tells the player
that got dropped. They think they are still in the game. When Steam does this to the host (as seems to have happened multiple
times today) it causes significant problems because one of the other players will try to be host, not knowing that everyone is
still getting messages from the old host. We're working on this.

. Composer Peter McConnell joins works on Irony Curtain Score:

Agents!

Today we have a top secret, exciting message from our on headquarters! When we first announced Irony Curtain, we
promised – no elevator music! That’s why we have established a Matryoshkan collaboration with an extremely esteemed,
experienced agent: Peter McConnell. 

All fans of classic point and clicks will recognize that name – such hits as the Grim Fandango or Monkey Island series
would not be complete without the splendid soundtracks that enhanced the adventures of the wacky, weird heroes. The
enormously successful composer collaborated with Arkadiusz Reikowski - best known for his work on Layers of Fear, Kholat
and AM’s My Brother Rabbit - on the OST to Irony Curtain, which resulted in an larger-than-life Original Soundtrack. Peter
created the Main Theme, which inspired Arkadiusz's further work on the OST - the effect of their endavors is available on 
Soundcloud[soundcloud.com] and Bandcamp[arkadiuszreikowski.bandcamp.com] as we speak!

Irony Curtain from Matryoshka with Love is the satirical, classic p’n’c adventure about espionage and a bizarre, communist
Matryoshka, full of no-nonsense riddles, politically incorrect jokes and vivid, intense characters you’ll be dying to meet.

Click one of the links above and go listen – then let us know what you think on twitter or facebook!

Check out the whole video: https://youtu.be/qh-AKz5DP4k
And add Irony Curtain to your wishlist: 
https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/
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